
Abstract—Facial expression recognition becomes an attractive 

research area in the field of biological recognition, which plays a 

vital role in a wide range of the application of the medical 

treatment, security systems, education, and so on. Extracting 

discriminative facial expression features has been an essential 

solution to improve the performance in dynamic facial 

expression recognition tasks. In this paper, we present a novel 

dynamic facial expression recognition framework that fusing 

geometric features with semantic features to effectively extract 

robust features. First, the proposed distance difference method 

is used to identify the peak frame in an image sequence, and the 

geometric features are calculated by the proposed geometric 

feature-based method. Then the geometric features are 

described semantically to construct a semantic feature set. 

Finally, we conduct an assessment on these geometric features 

according to the feature intensity standards and semantic rules 

to obtain the final fused features. Our method is carried out on 

two benchmark datasets: CK + (Extended Cohn-Kanade) and 

MMI (M & M Initiative). Its efficiency is demonstrated by 

extensive experiments. The best result achieves 98.73% 

recognition rate as classifying the 6 classes on CK+ and 87.36% 

on MMI, outperforming the results of state-of-the-arts. 

 

 

Index Terms—dynamic expression recognition, geometric 

feature, semantic feature, SVM 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Facial expressions can intuitively reflect human internal 

activities and mental states, and convey a variety of emotions 

in communication. Mehrabian [1] pointed out that in the 

process of human communication, the expression conveys 

55% of the amount of information. Now, facial expression is 

widely used in the fields of car driving, medical treatment, 

distance education, and human-computer interaction [2-4]. 

As the expression is a process of continuous transformation, 

it is difficult for the static image-based method to represent 

the changes of an expression. The dynamic sequence-based 

approach contains both spatial features and temporal features, 

which can perform expression recognition better. There are 

texture feature-based approaches including LBP-TOP (Local 
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Binary Pattern with Three Orthogonal Planes)) [5], 

STM-LBP (Space-Time Motion Local Binary Pattern) [6], 

STWLD (Space-Time Weber Local Descriptor) [7], and 

GSP-HOG (Graphic Signal Processing Histogram of 

Oriented Gradient) [8]. These texture feature-based methods 

have good rotation invariance and noise resistance. However, 

there are texture deviations as the frame resolution changing, 

and the methods also susceptible to the influence of light. 

Geometric feature-based methods utilize the position or 

displacement relationship of feature points, such as ASM 

(Active Shape Model) [9], AAM (Active Appearance Model) 

[10, 11, 12], EBGM (Elastic Beam Graph Matching) [13], et 

al. These methods have the advantage of good translation 

rotation invariance, illumination robustness, simple 

calculation, and fast recognition speed. The deep learning 

methods can find potential relationships among features. 

Many deep learning networks have been adopted for 

recognizing expressions, such as Alexnet [14], VGG (Visual 

Geometry Group Network) [15], Googlenet [16], and Resnet 

[17]. Although deep learning achieved impressive results in 

feature extraction tasks, the training and testing stages of deep 

learning networks require a large amount of data, and most of 

the datasets are too small to meet the need. Semantic 

feature-based methods can extract high-level semantic 

features through analyzing the low-level visual features. The 

methods include Bag-of-Words models [18] and axiomatic 

fuzzy sets [19, 20]. Duan et al. [21] proposed a semantic 

feature-based method that built semantic concepts to describe 

expression features and establish a semantic rule to express 

the specific features. The experimental results show the 

method has better semantic interpretability for expression 

features and ideal accuracy for facial expression recognition.  

Inspired by [21], we present a method fusing handcraft 

features to effectively extract discriminative information of 

dynamic expressions. We first perform preprocessing such as 

rotation correction and normalization on the frame to avoid 

the interference of angle, scale, and illumination. Then, we 

present the detection method to identify the peak frame of a 

sequence. After marking the feature points of the peak frame 

and neutral frame, we can calculate the geometric features of 

an expression by the proposed geometric-based method. 

Finally, we construct a semantic feature set according to the 

geometric characteristics and analyze the geometric features 

through the semantic rules to obtain the fused features.  

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the 

preprocessing of facial expression sequence. Section III 

illustrates the proposed fused handcraft method. Section IV 

discusses the experimental results. The paper is concluded in 

section V. 
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II. IMAGE SEQUENCE PREPROCESSING 

In this section, we first perform face detection and feature 

point location on every sequence. Then, we detect the peak 

frame by calculating the distance between each frame and 

neutral frame in a sequence according to the proposed method. 

In which, the neutral frame can be got by the artificial way, 

and the frame taking the maximum distance can be regarded 

as the peak frame. 

It is necessary to locate the facial feature points of a sequence 

due to the detecting of a face play a vital role in the process of 

facial expression recognition. We adopt the function 

facedetect_multiview_reinforce () of the LibfaceDetection face 

detection method [22] to locate 60 feature points. The 

coordinates of the 60 feature points can be expressed as 

Equation (1): 

1 1 2 2 60 60(( ), ( , ),..., ( , ),..., ( , ))i ix , y x y x y x y X         (1)              

where xi，yi are the abscissa and ordinate of the ith point, i  

[1,60]. The detection result is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen 

that the method can mark the faces and locate the feature points 

exactly, including the frame that has a large deflection angle. 

We select a total of 11 typical feature points of the 

eyebrows, eyes, mouth, and nose, that is, the 21st, 33rd, 36th, 

39th, 43rd, 47th, 48th, 51st, 54th, 62nd, and the 66th points to 

represent an expression. The six lines formed by these points 

are shown in Figure 2. 

The distances of D1 to D6 can be calculated as: 
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where xij denotes the coordinates of the point ij. 

The six distances of the ith frame are accumulated to get the 

Si. Then we subtract Si from the neural frame Sn to get vi, and 

store vi in the array t, t = (vi), iN，N is the number of the 

frame in a sequence. Finally, we can find the maximum value 

vj which represents the peak frame, as shown in Figure 3. 

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

A. Geometric feature extraction 

We extract geometric features on eyebrows, eyes, noses, 

and mouths where the feature change significantly. The 

processes of the method are as follows: 

(1) Locating geometric regions  

We select 30 feature points changing obviously on the 

regions of eyebrows, eyes, nose, and mouth to form the 

expression geometric feature set TR: 

1 2 10={ , ,..., ,..., }iTR tr tr tr tr                       (3) 

where the ith geometric feature tri can be written as : 

i i jX_S tr                                (4) 

 

 

Fig. 3. Examples of the peak frame detection results. 

 

Fig. 4. The located geometric features of emotion “happiness” 

where i  [0,9], X_S i,j denotes the jth (j = 1,2,3) vertex of the ith 

feature tri. The features of “happiness” are shown as Figure 4. 

The geometric regions include left eyebrow and lips; left 

eyes and lips; right eyes and lips; eyes and eyebrows; only 

eyes; center point of nose and corner of mouth; nose, lips, and 

eyebrows; eyes and nose; right eyes and lips; only lips. 

Surprise Disgust Anger 

Fear Sadness Happiness 

 

Fig. 1.  The diagrams of face detection and feature points location. 

  

 

Fig. 2.  The typical distances formed by 11 feature points  
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(2) Geometric feature definition  

Geometric distance feature: The Euclidean distance di,j 

between the two vertices of the ith geometric triangle is 

defined as the geometric distance feature: 

2 2

, , ,b , ,b( ) ( )i j i a i i a id x x y y                          (5) 

where i is the number of geometric triangles, i [0,9]; j is the 

number of distance features; a and b are the geometry vertex,  

a, b  [1,3]. 

Geometric angle feature: The internal angle ri,j of a 

geometry is defined as the geometric angle feature:  

2 2 2 2

i,a i,c i,a i,c i,b i,c i,b i,c

i, j

i,a i,c i,a i,c i,b i,c i,b i,c

x - y y - y x - x y - y
r

x - y y - y x - x y - y

      


          )

(6) 

where (xi,a, yi,a), (xi,b, yi,b), and(xi,c, yi,c) are the horizontal and 

vertical coordinates of vertex a, b and c, i [0,9], a, b,c 

[1,3]; j is the angle number, j [1,3]. 

(3) Geometric feature calculation 

The processes of getting geometric features are as follows: 

Firstly, we store the distance features and angle features of 

the neutral frame, that is, the value of di,1，di,2，di,3，ri,1，

ri,2，ri,3 are stored to the vector hi: 

,1 ,2 ,3 ,1 ,2 ,3{ , , , , , }i i i i i i id d d r r rh                    (7) 

Then, the distance features and angle features of the peak 

frame, that is, the value of di,1，di,2，di,3，ri,1，ri,2，ri,3  are 

stored to the vector wi: 

,1 ,2 ,3 ,1 ,2 ,3{ , , , , , }i i i i i i id d d r r rw                         (8)                  

Finally, the ratio of wi and hi is put into an array z which is 

the geometric feature: 

 { }i, j i, jz w h                            (9)                  

In Equation (7), (8) and (9), i [0, 9] represents the number of 

the geometry, j [0, 5] denotes the number of feature. 

B. Extracting fused handcraft feature 

The processes of the fusing handcraft features are: we 

conduct semantic analysis on geometric features, and then 

establish the feature intensity according to the decision rules 

to obtain the fused handcraft features. 

(1) Semantic feature description  

Semantic features include analysis of the geometry, 

position, explicit or implicit attributes of the expression. 

Definition: { |1 ,1 ,1 }u

a,bm a A b B u U      M is a set, 

the expression has A features, a is the feature number, a 

feature has U attributes, u is the attribute number,  and an 

attribute can be divided into B intensity levels, b is intensity 

level number; ,

u

a bm is the semantic feature of an expression, 

and M is the semantic description set of expressions. 

   There are 59 semantic descriptions of a frame, which can be 

represent by YU={yu1, yu2,…yui, yu59}, yui={mi,1, mi,2, mi,3}, 

i [1, 59], mi,1, mi,2, and mi,3, denote the semantic intensity of 

small, medium, and large in the ith feature. 

(2) Decision rules  

We set the decision rule set as: 

The eigenvalues in the training set f are sorted in ascending 

order to obtain the fused eigenvalue set PF: 

1 2 59{ , ,..., ,..., }iPF pf pf pf pf                  (10) 

where pfi is the eigenvalue of yui, i [1,59]. Each pfi can be 

divided equally to the intensity of small, medium, and large. 

(3) Fused handcraft features  

We establish the semantic description set for each expression 

geometric triangle tri, as shown in Table 1. Then, we calculate 

the mean value TR_AVG of 6 eigenvalues of tri as Equation (11) 

and standard deviation TR_SD of tri as Equation (12). 

 1 6 2 6 3 6 4 6 5 6 6 6= / 6i i i i i iTR_AVG d d d r r r                 

(11) 
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(12) 

where dj+i6 and rm+i6 are the jth distance feature and the mth 

angular feature respectively, j [1, 3]，m [4,6], i [0,9].  

The 10 geometric features of each frame are sorted in 

ascending order according to TR_SD. The top 5 geometric 

features of each expression are regarded as the optimal 

geometric feature set, as shown in Table 2. 

Finally, according to the statistical results of feature intensity 

in various expressions, the largest number of feature intensity is 

considered as the intensity of a feature, that is, the fused 

features of each emotions that are shown as Table 3-8.  

 

 

 

TABLE III 

THE FUSED  FEATURE SET OF EMOTION “HAPPINESS” 

Geometric feature The fused feature set 

tr9 m54,3∧m55,3∧m56,3∧m57,3∧m58,1∧m59,1 

tr1 m7,2∧m8,2∧m9,3∧m10,3∧m11,2∧m12,1 

tr5 m31,1∧m32,3∧m3,3∧m33,3∧m34,1∧m35,1 

tr2 m13,2∧m14,3∧m15,3∧m16,3∧m17,2∧m18,1 

tr6 m36,2∧m37,2∧m38,1∧m39,3∧m40,1∧m41,1 

 

TABLE II 

THE OPTIMAL GEOMETRIC SET OF VARIOUS EMOTIONS 

Emotion The optimal geometric feature set 

Happiness tr9∧tr1∧tr5∧tr2∧tr6 

Anger tr1∧tr2∧tr7∧tr6∧tr3 

Disgust tr8∧tr6∧tr2∧tr3∧tr4 

Sadness tr2∧tr1∧tr6∧tr3∧tr4 

Fear tr9∧tr8∧tr1∧tr2∧tr6 

Surprise tr1∧tr5∧tr2∧tr3∧tr9 

 

TABLE I 

THE SEMANTIC FEATURE DESCRIPTION SET 

Geometric feature The semantic feature set 

tr0 yu1∧yu2∧yu3∧yu4∧yu5∧yu6 

tr1 yu7∧yu8∧yu9∧yu10∧yu11∧yu12 

tr2 yu13∧yu14∧yu15∧yu16∧yu17∧yu18 

tr3 yu19∧yu20∧yu21∧yu22∧yu23∧yu24 

tr4 yu25∧yu26∧yu27∧yu28∧yu29∧yu30 

tr5 yu31∧yu32∧yu3∧yu33∧yu34∧yu35 

tr6 yu36∧yu37∧yu38∧yu39∧yu40∧yu41 

tr7 yu42∧yu43∧yu44∧yu45∧yu46∧yu47 

tr8 yu48∧yu49∧yu50∧yu51∧yu52∧yu53 

tr9 yu54∧yu55∧yu56∧yu57∧yu58∧yu59 
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IV. EXPERIMENTS 

In this section, we provide a detailed experimental analysis 

of the proposed method and compare it with some 

state-of-the-arts. 

A. Datasets 

In this paper, the CK + (Extended Cohn-Kanade) and MMI 

(M & M Initiative) datasets are selected for dynamic 

expression recognition. The ratio of the testing set and 

training set is divided as 3: 7. 

The CK+ dataset [23] was released in 2010. The dataset 

contains 123 people, a total of 593 expression image 

sequences. There are divided into 7 categories, namely 

Happiness, Anger, Disgust, Sadness, Fear, Surprise, and 

Scorn. The resolution of frames is 640*490. This paper 

selects all of the sequences in CK+ for the experiment. 

The MMI dataset [24] contains  a total of 2903 expression 

sequences, of which 44% are women and 56% are men.  

B. Fused handcraft method validation 

The validations of the proposed fused handcraft method 

are performed on a single dataset, a cross-dataset, and 

hybrid dataset. The single dataset means that an experiment 

is conducted only on one dataset. The cross dataset means 

that we select 3/4 data from one dataset as a training set and 

1/4 data from the other dataset as a testing set randomly.  

We set the parameters for SVM: linear kernel function as 

kernel function, C_SVC as classifier type, and iteration 

termination condition 100. In Figure 5-9, SU, FE, HA, SA, 

DI, AN denote surprise, fear, happiness, sadness, disgust, 

and anger respectively. 

(1) Validation with a single dataset 

We conduct experiments on CK+ and MMI 10 times 

respectively, and the average accuracy is taken as the final 

result, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.  

It can be seen from Figure 5, the results of sadness and 

anger are the lowest, which are 97% and 96.14%. The 

recognition rates of other expressions are higher than 99%. 

The accuracy of surprise, happiness, and disgust can reach 

100%. The average recognition result in CK+ is 98.73%. 

In Figure 6, the results of fear and sadness are the lowest, 

which are 70.16% and 96.14% respectively. The recognition 

rates of surprise, happiness, and disgust are all above 93%. 

The average recognition rate obtained in MMI is 87.36%. 

(2) Validation with the cross dataset 

Figure 7 shows the result by setting CK+ as a training set 

and MMI as a testing set. It can be seen that the recognition 

accuracy of fear and sadness are the lowest due to these two 

expressions have the similar movements of shutting up and 

eyes widening, which lead to misrecognition. The accuracy of 

the other expressions is higher than 66%, and the accuracy of 

anger is up to 100%. The average recognition rate is 71.70%. 

Figure 8 shows the recognition result by setting MMI as a 

training set and CK+ as a testing set. It can be seen from the 

experimental results that the accuracy of anger and fear are 

lower due to the large differences in the expression 

movements of CK+ and MMI. The recognition accuracy of 

other expressions is all above 70%. The accuracy of disgust 

reaches 90.9% because that the movement of eyebrows and 

eyes in CK + is more obvious than in MMI. The average 

recognition rate obtained in this cross dataset is 76.19%. 

(3) Validation with the hybrid dataset 

The recognition results of the hybrid datasets are shown in 

Figure 9. We can see that the accuracy of fear is the lowest. 

This is because that fear may be confused with sadness since 

they all have the same movements of the mouth stretching up 

and down. The recognition rate of other expressions is higher 

than 76%. The average recognition rate is 80.27%. 

C. Comparison with state-of-the-arts  

To further validate the effectiveness of the proposed 

method, we compare the performance with states-of-the-arts 

on several datasets, as shown in Table 9 and Table 10. 

TABLE VIII 

THE FUSED  FEATURE SET OF EMOTION “SURPRISE” 

Geometric feature The fused feature set 

tr1 m7,3∧m8,3∧m9,2∧m10,1∧m11,1∧m12,3 

tr5 m31,3∧m32,3∧m3,1∧m33,1∧m34,3∧m35,3 

tr2 m13,3∧m14,3∧m15,3∧m16,1∧m17,1∧m18,3 

tr3 m19,3∧m20,3∧m21,3∧m22,1∧m23,3∧m24,3 

tr9 m54,3∧m55,3∧m56,1∧m57,1∧m58,3∧m59,3 

 

TABLE VII 

THE FUSED  FEATURE SET OF EMOTION “FEAR” 

Geometric feature The fused feature set 

tr9 m54,2∧m55,2∧m56,3∧m57,2∧m58,2∧m59,2 

tr8 m48,3∧m49,2∧m50,3∧m51,3∧m52,2∧m53,2 

tr1 m7,3∧m8,3∧m9,3∧m10,3∧m11,2∧m12,2 

tr2 m13,3∧m14,3∧m15,2∧m16,3∧m17,2∧m18,2 

tr6 m36,3∧m37,2∧m38,3∧m39,3∧m40,1∧m41,2 

 

TABLE VI 

THE FUSED  FEATURE SET OF EMOTION “SADNESS” 

Geometric feature The fused feature set 

tr2 m13,2∧m14,3∧m15,1∧m16,1∧m17,3∧m18,3 

tr1 m7,3∧m8,3∧m9,1∧m10,1∧m11,3∧m12,3 

tr6 m36,2∧m37,2∧m38,1∧m39,1∧m40,3∧m41,3 

tr3 m19,2∧m20,3∧m21,1∧m22,2∧m23,2∧m24,3 

tr9 m54,1∧m55,1∧m56,1∧m57,1∧m58,3∧m59,3 

 

TABLE V 

THE FUSED  FEATURE SET OF EMOTION “DISGUST” 

Geometric feature The fused feature set 

tr8 m48,1∧m49,1∧m50,2∧m51,2∧m52,2∧m53,3 

tr6 m36,1∧m37,1∧m38,2∧m39,2∧m40,2∧m41,2 

tr2 m13,1∧m14,1∧m15,1∧m16,2∧m17,3∧m18,1 

tr3 m19,1∧m20,1∧m21,1∧m22,3∧m23,1∧m24,1 

tr4 m25,1∧m26,1∧m27,1∧m28,3∧m29,3∧m30,1 

 

TABLE IV 

THE FUSED  FEATURE SET OF EMOTION “ANGER” 

Geometric feature The fused feature set 

tr1 m7,1∧m8,1∧m9,1∧m10,2∧m11,3∧m12,1 

tr2 m13,1∧m14,2∧m15,1∧m16,2∧m17,3∧m18,1 

tr7 m42,1∧m43,1∧m44,1∧m45,3∧m46,1∧m47,1 

tr6 m36,1∧m37,1∧m38,2∧m39,2∧m40,2∧m41,2 

tr3 m19,1∧m20,1∧m21,1∧m22,3∧m23,1∧m24,1 
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In literature [6], STM-LBP is susceptible to noise, which 

leads to low recognition accuracy. The method in [7] 

combined STWLD and block optical flow histogram to 

extract features which can capture the changes of pixels. The 

GSP-HOG [8] has a large texture deviation as the image 

resolution changes. In [13], the method only extracted 

geometric features, neglecting the global features of other 

facial regions. The LBP-TOP + BOW in [18] and LBP-TOP + 

CNN in [15] only extracted texture features and ignored the 

reprehensive geometric features. The 3DCNN-DAP [26] and 

CNN+CRF [25] have fewer network layers and the 

performance behave badly. The HDNN [27] processed 

geometric features without considering other features. The 

proposed method fulfills the extraction of geometric and 

semantic information by fusing these features, which are 

beneficial to the expression recognition task.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach for 

dynamic facial expression recognition via feature fusion 

TABLE IX 

COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ARTS ON MMI (%) 

Approaches Input Accuracy 

STM-LBP[6] image-based 71.92 

STWLD [7] image-based 71.43 

Salient geometric features [13] image-based 77.22 

STC-NLSTM[14] sequence-based 85.20 

CNN+DBN[17] sequence-based 71.43 

3DCNN-DAP[27] sequence-based 66.40 

Proposed method sequence-based 87.36 

 

 
FIG. 9. CONFUSION MATRIX ON HYBRID DATASET  

 
FIG. 8. CONFUSION MATRIX ON MMI AS TRAINING SET, CK+ AS TESTING SET   

 

TABLE X 

COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ARTS ON CK+ (%) 

Approaches Input Accuracy 

STM-LBP[6] image-based 95.80 

STWLD [7] image-based 91.60 

GSP-HOG[8] image-based 97.61 

6 Distance Feature[10] image-based 98.00 

AAM+OF[11] image-based 94.17 

Salient geometric features [13] image-based 97.80 

LBP-TOP+BOW[18] sequence-based 97.70 

LBP-TOP+CNN[15] sequence-based 93.76 

HDNN[28] sequence-based 96.46 

CNN+CRF[26] sequence-based 93.04 

3DCNN-DAP[27] sequence-based 92.40 

Proposed method sequence-based 98.73 

 

 
FIG. 6. CONFUSION MATRIX ON MMI 

 

 
FIG. 7. CONFUSION MATRIX ON CK+ AS TRAINING SET, MMI AS TESTING SET   

 

 
FIG. 5. CONFUSION MATRIX ON CK+ 
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method, which can recognize the expressions with higher 

accuracy. Both the geometric features and semantic features 

are fused to identify the expressions by learning features not 

only the reprehensive locations but also the skin changes from 

expression sequences. Particularly, the feature fusion 

framework has been established to identify the dynamic 

expressions successfully by extracting low dimension robust 

features from data. In the end, we conduct extensive 

validation experiments to demonstrate the proposed method. 

The comparison results show that the proposed approach 

outperforms the other state-of-the-arts in terms of 6-class 

facial expression recognition.  
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